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1Abstract—Despite being a challenging research field with
many unresolved problems, recommender systems are getting
more popular in recent years. These systems rely on the
personal preferences of users on items given in the form of
ratings and return the preferable items based on choices of likeminded users. In this study, a graph-based recommender
system using link prediction techniques incorporating similarity
metrics is proposed. A graph-based recommender system that
has ratings of users on items can be represented as a bipartite
graph, where vertices correspond to users and items and edges
to ratings. Recommendation generation in a bipartite graph is a
link prediction problem. In current literature, modified link
prediction approaches are used to distinguish between
fundamental relational dualities of like vs. dislike and similar
vs. dissimilar. However, the similarity relationship between
users/items is mostly disregarded in the complex domain. The
proposed model utilizes user-user and item-item cosine
similarity value with the relational dualities in order to improve
coverage and hits rate of the system by carefully incorporating
similarities. On the standard MovieLens Hetrec and MovieLens
datasets, the proposed similarity-inclusive link prediction
method performed empirically well compared to other methods
operating in the complex domain. The experimental results
show that the proposed recommender system can be a plausible
alternative to overcome the deficiencies in recommender
systems.

Index Terms—Bipartite
graph;
Recommender systems; Similarity.

Link

system is imperative for both users and e-commerce sites.
Satisfaction depends on the generation of precise and
dependable recommendations. In general, the prediction of
ratings for items that have not been considered is achieved
by using customer profiles [1]. Depending on the application
domain, items can be movies, websites or other products
discovered on an online store. For example, Amazon and
Netflix use recommendation systems in the sense that
Amazon typically suggests books and other articles (as well
as many types of commercial items), and Netflix typically
suggests movies and TV series to their customers. Even
though various algorithms for recommender systems have
been developed in recent years, there are still high levels of
enthusiasm in this area caused by the growing requirement
on functional processes, which can supply customized
recommendations and help to deal with information overload
problem [1], [2].
Recommender systems are generally categorized
according to their approach to prediction of ratings. In
general, there exist two primary recommendation methods,
i.e., content-based filtering (CBF) and collaborative filtering
(CF) methods. Techniques of content-based filtering are
usually dependent on the similarity of items to the objects
that were previously preferred by the user [3]. On the other
hand, CF techniques depend on the ratings provided by users
with similar tastes and choices [4]. In any case, methods
exhibit particular deficiencies. Predictions of CF
recommender systems depend on items formerly rated by
other users. Therefore, the performance of a system of CF
recommendation is dependent on the degree of accessible
rating information. Generally, the user-item preference
matrix is highly sparse, which accordingly might lead to
inaccurate recommendations [2]. Many different algorithms
have been proposed to deal with these drawbacks, e.g., the
models based on the user-item interaction graphs are aimed
to improve recommendation accuracy [5]–[7]. Two node
types exist in a user-item interaction graph as items and
users. The recommendation in a user-item interaction graph
may be moderated as a sub-problem of link prediction,
which is a primary issue attempting to predict the probability
of occurrence of a connection between two nodes depending

prediction;

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the amount of data that is accessible
online has expanded exponentially. Recommendation
systems consist of a particular sort of information filtering
method that provides recommendations about items based on
the interests that a user states. Generally, recommender
systems are employed in e-commerce sites and customeradapted websites. Users demand comfort and convenience in
their interactions and the business demands a higher chance
of commerce. Hence, the success of the recommendation
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on the discovered features and other connections between
nodes [8], [9]. In a framework for predicting links, there are
symmetrical nodes, which ignore the classification of nodes
as the subject (user) and object (item). User-item interaction
graphs may also be defined as an adjacency matrix with
nodes of users and items, which can be represented as a
bipartite graph. These graphs have particular nodes (items
and users) and three categories of links (item-item, useritem, and user-user) based on varying endpoint
combinations. Currently, the type of user-user or item-item
links is labeled to be similar or dissimilar, and the type of
links between users and items is labeled as like or dislike
[10]–[12]. After such adjustment, it is much more appealing
to project links of like or dislike, since only items are
suggested to the users.
In this paper, in order to address this task, the proposed
model is formulated to depend on the representation of
complex numbers with real and imaginary parts in the form.
In previous studies, similar or dissimilar links were weighted
by real numbers, whereas like or dislike links were weighted
by complex numbers [10]. Since a complex number provides
a natural algebraic link between real and imaginary values,
the problem of recommendation could be considered as a
problem of link prediction. With the utilization of the
proposed method, other available algorithms of predicting
links can still be used by no means of change. The proposed
representation’s validity and efficiency are assessed by
evaluating the performance of the proposed recommendation
approach in two real-world datasets.
The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section II
and Section III introduce background information related to
the proposed recommendation approach. Section IV explains
the detailed representation of the proposed recommendation
algorithm, and Section V experimentally scrutinizes the
proposed recommendation approach in two real-world
datasets and provides a discussion on the experimental
results. Finally, the obtained results are summarized and
concluded on the contributions of the proposed algorithm in
Section VI.

CBF recommender systems is that, firstly, a user has to rate
an adequate number of items, then the system can predict
recommendations.
Unlike content-based recommender systems, the
predictions of CF recommender systems depend on items
formerly rated by others [13]. CF methods can recommend
items to the users based on similar users’ interests or habits,
without any need for content information about items. First
and foremost, the user ratings on the same item are
calculated, then predictions on similar users are made [4].
CF recommender systems have the “new user problem”,
since the system needs choices of a user in order to provide
accurate recommendations to that particular user.
Furthermore, they also have a “new item problem”, which
implies that a new item needs to be rated by an adequate
number of users before being suggested precisely by the
system. The performance of such a collaborative
recommendation system is dependent on the degree of
accessible rating information. Generally, the number of
ratings acquired is fewer in comparison to the number of
ratings that is needed to be recommended. That is to say, the
user-item matrix is generally quite sparse, which accordingly
causes inaccurate recommendations [2].
Many different CF algorithms have been proposed to
overcome these difficulties that are generally categorized
into three classes: memory-based, model-based, and hybrid
schemes [14], [15]. A content-boosted CF algorithm is
proposed to improve recommendation accuracy [16]. Then,
the hybrid schemes are constructed to combine the
advantages of both CF and CBF techniques [17]. These
schemes are focused on the modeling and prediction of
transactions/interactions. Modeling users and items in a
graph structure is a better way to apply CBF, and CF
algorithms in one framework [7], [18]. Several CF heuristic
algorithms have examined the structure of user–item
interaction graphs to enhance recommendation performance
[6], [7]. For example, two-layer graph model in the context
of book recommendation is described in [18], where the
authors propose a graph-based recommendation approach to
integrate the CBF approach along with CF approach in the
context of digital libraries by representing books and users
as nodes. Learning-based algorithms utilize graphs in
building effective personalized recommendation models.
Such recommendation methods are generally based on
explicit feature extraction, that is difficult to implement to
graph-structured data due to the requirements of
computational capacity and to design features [5], [6], [19].
In another work, a generic kernel-based machine learning
approach of link prediction in bipartite graphs is applied to
improve the performance of recommender systems [7]. Useritem interaction graph models are also able to improve top-N
recommendation performance, which is closely related to the
business values in real-world recommender systems [10].

II. RELATED WORK
The recommender systems that use CBF methods suggest
items to users by analyzing the item descriptions in order to
identify, which items a particular user might be interested in.
The recommended items from CBF recommender systems
are similar in content to the items that the user was
previously interested in. Thus, item description and user
profiling are the principal concerns of a CBF recommender
system [1], [3]. There are many different ways to describe
items and users for content-based algorithms [13]. CBF
recommender systems usually examine the characteristics of
items that were automatically derived by information
recovery techniques. However, there are complicated
algorithms to tokenize textual documents, while methods of
feature extraction can be much more difficult to use for
multimedia data or items that have various/heterogeneous
characteristics. Some of the main issues concerning CBF
techniques are constrained content analysis, the new user
problem, and overspecialization [2]. An additional issue of

III. BACKGROUND
A recommender system may be represented as a particular
graph known as a bipartite graph. A simple directed
graph, G  (V , E) , comprises of vertices connected by
edges. Vertices, V , in a directed network are defined as the
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nodes being items and users, while edges, E , represent links
between the nodes, i.e., ratings. Let U is the set of users and
I is the set of items, respectively. Then, V is the union of
all users and items (V  U  I ) and E is the link set of

semantic analysis or non-negative matrix factorization do not
have useful characteristics/features [10].
A. Triangle Closing
Nodes in a user-item bipartite graph may have two types
of relationships. First of all, for both user-user and item-item
links, there is a similarity factor, esimilar , between two

nodes. The notation of any path is represented as
(a1 , a2 , ..., ak 1 ), and the path length is denoted by k ,
whereas two endpoints are represented as a1 and ak 1
connected by the inner nodes of

entities. Then, including user-item links and item-user links,
there is a preference, elike and elike , of the user on an item

ai (i  2, 3, ..., k ).

due to the necessity of recognizing the asymmetry between
the user and the item. Accordingly, in the case of a link from
user u to item i with the weight elike , there is always a

Additionally, k links are observed along this path of
(ai , ai 1 )  E, where i  1, 2, ..., k . When the path of length
corresponds to one (i.e. k  1 ), it means that there is a link
to one of the inner nodes. In the following explanations,
Nu (i) is described as the set of items that user u rated and

reverse link from item i to user u with a weight of elike .
In this model, elike and esimilar are normalized values just for
the weights. The triangle closing rule in this model may be
described as shown in Fig. 1.
This rule has two parts: users who have denoted the same
interest in shared items may be similar (Fig. 1(a)), similar
users will be similarly interested in the same item (Fig. 1(b)),
and user similarity is transitive among users (Fig. 1(c)).
Likewise, items liked by associated users may be similar
(Fig. 1(d)), users are prone to interest in similar items
(Fig. 1(e)), and, besides that, item similarity is transitive
among items (Fig. 1(f)). These rules are the main ideas of
CF from a different viewpoint. Thus, these principles may be
2
mathematically stated as esimilar  elike
, elike  esimilar  elike ,

Ni (u) is described as the set of users, who rated items in I ,
where
and
Nu (i)  {i | (u, i)  E, i  I}
Ni (u)  {u | (u, i)  E, u U} .
If there is a connection between two nodes, there are
always two links that connect this node-pair, one in each
direction. Then, it is possible to reduce the recommendation
effort to predict, whether there will be a link in the graph
between a user and a specific item. A prediction, which
shows the extent of the relevance of any item to a particular
user is calculated by using an algorithm of link prediction in
graph-based recommender systems [10]. A useful technique
to solve the problem of link prediction is to describe a
network in the form of a matrix, where link prediction values
are calculated by processing such a matrix. Algebraic graph
theory utilize the adjacency matrix A , where Aij  1 when

2
esimilar  esimilar
.

i1

elike

elike

u2

esimilar

elike

(i, j) is an edge and Aij  0 otherwise. For undirected
networks, generally, the adjacency matrix A is symmetrical,
and its eigenvalue decomposition may be considered as

A = U U T ,

u1

esimilar  elike  elike

A = U U ,
k

T

u2

esimilar
u1

i2

elike  esimilar  elike

(b)

esimilar

esimilar  esimilar  esimilar

u2

elike

(2)
esimilar

u1

elike

i2

i1

esimilar  elike  elike

(c)
i2

which may be used for expressing link prediction methods
like the Neumann kernel, the matrix exponential, triangle
closing, and rank reduction. The previous link prediction
techniques operated with regard to just one type of nodes.
Therefore, these methods need customization before being
used in a graph-based recommendation system. Such
requirement may be addressed adequately with the
integration of the hyperbolic sine function to the system,
which is applied to the adjacency matrix of the system. The
hyperbolic sine of the adjacency matrix gives the summation
of odd components of the exponential of the adjacency
matrix

sinh( A)  A  (1/ 6)  A3  (1/120)  A5  ... .

u1

(a)

(1)

where U is an orthogonal matrix and  is a diagonal
matrix. The logic behind usually considering the adjacency
matrix’s eigenvalue decomposition is that it is possible to
calculate a power of the matrix as
k

u2

(d)

elike

i2
esimilar

esimilar

i1

i3
i1
u1
esimilar  esimilar  esimilar
elike  esimilar  elike
(e)
(f)
Fig. 1. The triangle closing multiplication rule set: (a), (d) illustrate that
the same interest of users/items yields similarity; (b), (e) illustrate that
similar users/items will have similar interest; (c), (f) illustrate that user/item
similarity is transitive among users/items.

Hence, to solve this system of equations, we need to find
two different and nonzero constants, which are esimilar
and elike . Complex numbers offer an easy way to solve this
system of equations, when elike and esimilar links are set as

elike  j and esimilar  1, where j is the imaginary unit. The
requirements may be mathematically stated as follows,
1  12.
and
The
corresponding
1   j 2 , j  1 j

(3)

The other decomposition methods like probabilistic latent
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multiplication rules for dislike and dissimilar may then be
obtained by multiplying both sides by 1 . In another
situation, where a user dislikes ( j ) an item that is

relationships, and the complex numbers are used to express
the user-item interactions. The adjacency matrix A of the
user-item graph G is defined as follows

dissimilar (1) to the one that they are interested in ( j )
may be expressed as the following equation

 j  j  (1).

1 if u similar i,

-1 if u dissimilar i,

A(u,i) =  j if u likes i or i dislikes u,
-j if u dislikes i or i likes u,

0 if  u ,i)  E,

(5)

In this symbolization, a link has endpoints of the same
type, two items or two users must be weighted with a real
number. The higher such value, the more similar the
endpoints.
On the contrary, a link with an imaginary weight must be
an item-user or user-item link based on the sign and interest.
For instance, if user u dislikes item i , then the link is
weighted with  j from u to i , and the other link is
weighted with j from i to u . As opposed to similar links,

where A(u,i) is the value of row u and column i is of the
matrix A . The matrix A may be conveniently represented
as
 AUU AUI 
A= 
,
 AIU AII 

the dislike and like can only be distinguished when the sign
of link’s weight and the direction of the link are known at
the same time. On the other hand, the value of the weight
might define the degree of like or dislike.

1, if (u, i)  E ,
A(u, i)  
0, if (u, i)  E ,

|V ||V |

AII and AUU are the item-item and user-user
similarity matrices, AUI and AIU are the user-item
preference matrices. Also, the conjugate transpose of AIU
can be described as
AIU = - AT UI .

given by

G  (V , E) is denoted as an undirected and
unweighted network. The adjacency matrix A is symmetric
and square. Therefore, it is possible to derive the number of
paths connecting two nodes by calculating the powers of the
matrices in unweighted networks. Additionally, it is possible
to formulate the number of common neighbours between two
nodes u and i (u, i V ) by taking the square of the
adjacency matrix

0 AUI 
A=  T
.
- A UI 0 

(12)

Complying with the representation of the adjacency matrix
A , each entry in the preference matrix AUI has only three
different values: j,  j, and 0. Furthermore, B , the

(7)

biadjaceny matrix of bipartite graph corresponding to A , is
a real matrix. Then A can be expressed as 0

jB 
.

 -jB 0 

which applies basic triangle closing and may be explained as
the number of paths with a length of two among them. This
formulization has a significant characteristic: as big as the
entry of the square of the adjacency matrix is, these two
nodes will be closer. At the same time, the number of paths
of any length k from node u to node i can be expressed by
the components of Ak (u, i) . Therefore, the closeness of the

T

Based on the path counting process in the unweighted and
undirected networks, the weighted path counting process for
paths of length k may be similarly derived by Ak . When
the relationships between users and items are isolatedly
considered, the k th power of the adjacency matrix may be
further formulated mathematically as

two nodes may be calculated by the weighted sum of powers
of the adjacency matrix A . Such an example of a link
prediction method to unite these results is the matrix
exponential

exp( A)  I  A  1/ 2  A2  ... .

(11)

The preference matrices are complex matrices, while the
similarity matrices are real matrices. In the complex
representation-based link prediction method (CORLP)
method [10], the authors ignore the relationships between
users/items; they represent the bipartite graph as G and the
adjacency matrix as A corresponding to

(6)

when

N (u, i)  A2 (u, i),

(10)

where

B. Adjacency Matrix
The adjacency matrix is described as A 

(9)

  BBT n 0 
 
 
, where k = 2n,
n

T

 0  B B  
A(u,i) = 
n
 0  BBT  B 
 , where k = 2n + 1.
 j× 
 - BT B n BT 0 


  

(8)

This function has two main contributions: it considers that
all powers of A involve all the paths between two nodes.
Also, short paths are prioritized over long paths due to the
decreasing weights of the powers. Then, the real numbers
are used to represent the user-user and item-item

(13)

Thus, any sum of the powers of the adjacency matrix A
may be divided into components that are even and odd, but
only the odd components are effective for final
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recommendation. Hence, the predictions may be generally
applied to A giving
P  A = λ· A + λ3· A3 + λ5· A5 + λ7· A7 + λ9· A9 +. . .

subsets that are named by training and test sets for each
dataset. The test set includes only 5-star ratings and only
items that are relevant to the corresponding users. The
detailed procedure used to generate the training set and the
test set may be defined as follows. Firstly, 10 % of items
rated by each user are selected randomly to create a
temporary test set, while the temporary training set includes
other ratings. After the selection, the 5-star ratings in the
temporary test set are further filtered out for the final test set,
and the remaining ratings in the temporary test set are
combined into the temporary training set for the final
training set. Then, the training set is utilized to predict
ratings or recommendation scores for each item-user pair.
Nevertheless, rating conversion is necessary for the
adjacency matrix’s generation of our proposed method,
where the ratings in the training set are converted to j or
 j based on whether the rating is greater than or equal to 3.

(14)

to guarantee that shorter paths yield more to the predictions,
{1 , 2 , 3 ,...} is a decreasingly weighted sequence.
The proposed algorithm similarity-inclusive link
prediction method (SIMLP) differs slightly from CORLP
method [10] in the modeling of the adjacency matrix and,
while calculating the powers of the adjacency matrix and
yielding the final recommendation, are in the same
procedure. The definitions of user-user and item-item cosine
similarity matrix of the preference matrices are available in
[20]. Following the combination of these matrices, the main
adjacency matrix is built as in (15). Moreover, this
adjacency matrix is a square matrix. Hence, the eigenvalue
decomposition can be used on this adjacency matrix in (10),
(15)
 u11


 um1
A
 -r11


 -r
 m1

u1n r11
umn rm1
-r1n i11
-rmn im1

Accordingly, in case that the rating is less than 3, it is
changed by  j , which means that the user states “dislike”
for the item; equivalently, when the rating is greater than or
equal to 3, j is given to defining “like”. Furthermore, if the

r1n 


rmn 
,
i1n 


imn 

(u, i) pair is not included in the training set, the
corresponding component of the adjacency matrix becomes
zero. The rating threshold value is chosen 2.5 for the Hetrec
dataset, since this dataset includes decimal rating numbers.
By this partitioning process of the dataset, computing the
recommendation error becomes less meaningful. Hence, this
study is focused on how many relevant items in the test set
can be recommended to users. Also, the overall ratio of the
items that recommended to all users is calculated. Thus, the
performance of the comparison methods is measured by
using the metrics, hits rate, and coverage [10], [21], [22]. In
the case of the top-N recommendations, the overall hits rate
and coverage are described by averaging all test cases:

(15)

where uij denotes the cosine similarity between the i th and

j th users, iij denotes the cosine similarity between the i th
and j th items, rij expresses the like/dislike relationship
between the i th user and j th item, and rij expresses the
like/dislike relationship between the i th user and j th item in
(15).
In our proposed method with another approachment, the
link prediction function is multiplied with a parameter  ,
then the prediction function that is applied to adjacency
matrix A is represented as

coverage( N ) =

P  A = λ  A + λ3   A + λ5   A 5+ λ7   A +. . . . (16)
3

#hits
,
|T |

(17)

| recommend ( N , u) |
.
#items

(18)

hits rate( N ) =

7

IV. RECOMMENDATION METHODOLOGY

When the item i is included in the user’s u top-N
recommendations list for each pair (u, i) in the test set, it
will get one hit. The overall hit is symbolized as #hits, and
the number of test pairs is denoted as |T | . Hence, the hits

Since the closeness values among the nodes are measured
by the power sum of the adjacency matrix, the summation of
each entry of the top-right and top-left components expresses
the degree of whichever item is relevant to a specific user.
After summation of these components, the prediction scores
that denote item recommendation to a particular user are
obtained. These scores are sorted in descending order; thus,
the user will like the item if the score is positive or dislike
otherwise. Hence, the items with positive and higher values
will be recommended to a particular user, if these
recommended items are unnoticed by that user. Moreover,
top-N recommendation lists are generated for each user by
these sorted prediction scores [20].
The testing methodology adopted in this study is the same
as in a previous study [10]. The ratings are split by two

rate can be accepted as the capability to recommend relevant
items to users - the recommendation set to user u is denoted
as recommend ( N, u). Thus, coverage is equal to the
percentage of items that the system can recommend.
Generally, coverage is utilized to determine models, which
recommend a limited number of items, but have a high
accuracy. The higher coverage value is not only desirable,
but useful to trust the accuracy of the metric results better
also [23]. The algorithm performs better when the values of
these two metrics are higher.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATASETS
The proposed algorithm and other comparison methods
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are implemented on two real-world datasets: MovieLens
[24] and MovieLens Hetrec [25]. These datasets are publicly
stored movie rating datasets that were compiled by
GroupLens research from the MovieLens and hetrec2011
websites. The former consists of 100,000 ratings ranging
from 1 to 5 from 943 users on 1,682 movies. The
MovieLens Hetrec dataset consists of 855,598 ratings
ranging from 1 to 5 from 2,113 users on 10,197 movies.
Firstly, ratings in these datasets are converted into complex
numbers, then the complex biadjacency matrices of these
datasets are obtained. Secondly, the cosine similarity
measurement is applied to user-item rating matrices of these
datasets. Lastly, the user-user cosine similarity matrices and
item-item cosine similarity matrices of rating matrices of
these datasets are obtained. After combining all these
matrices, the main adjacency matrices are constructed as a
square matrix for these two datasets as in (10). Therefore,
the hyperbolic sine function is applied on the adjacency
matrix as a link prediction function [10]. Hyperbolic sine
function calculates the sum of the odd powers and gives the
shortest path of lengths in bipartite systems. Such function
provides a higher score when more paths are connecting two
nodes. Therefore, it is needed to have higher powers of the
adjacency matrix.
The more paths between two nodes and the shorter these
paths are, the most substantial relationship between these
two nodes will be in the forecast. Thus, the first experiment
was designed to test the performances of the
recommendation algorithms based on the link prediction
approach with different path lengths for the
recommendation. The shortest path of lengths 3, 5, 7, and 9
are found because the sum of the odd powers of bipartite
graphs is vital to make a recommendation. For instance,
when the path length is chosen as 3, the number of positive
value paths with length 3 from user u to item i is more than
other path lengths. Hence, if there exist more positive paths
from u to i and less negative paths between them, the most
probable is that i will be recommended to u . Note that the
length needs to be odd and not smaller than 3. As a similar
consequence, results of the SIMLP method with top-N
recommendations are given. Figure 2 shows the results of
the SIMLP algorithm with lengths 3, 5, 7, and 9.
Figure 2 illustrates that the coverage and hits rate decrease
as the path length increases in these datasets. Moreover, the
proposed algorithm performs much better in the MovieLens
dataset than in the Hetrec dataset, since the latter is much
sparser and its links between users and items are scarce
compared to MovieLens. It still shows a higher performance
with length 3 for recommendations in the MovieLens and
Hetrec datasets. An item-based top-N recommendation
algorithm is used to make a performance assessment. The
length of top-N item recommendation lists is increased from
10 to 100. Then, these results are compared with CORLP
method based on the fundamental link prediction approach
with complex numbers introduced in [10]. Figure 3
illustrates the comparison of results with the CORLP method
with the different top-N recommendation. The figure shows
that the hits rate of the SIMLP method is higher than of the
CORLP method, but the coverage is relatively the same as

with the CORLP on the two datasets. Therefore, the link
prediction function is modified by scaling with the parameter
α as in (16). It can be seen from the obtained results that the
modified link prediction enhances the performance of
recommendation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 2. The coverage (%) and hits rate (%) comparison of SIMLP with
different path lengths for top-N recommendation on Hetrec (a), (b) and
MovieLens (c), (d) datasets.

The CORLP and SIMLP algorithms are also modified by
scaling with a parameter  [26]. While SIMLP can obtain
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higher performance with all path lengths, CORLP method
performs well only with a path of length 3. Thus, only path
length 3 and top60/top100 recommendation lists are
considered in experiments, which compare the proposed
method to CORLP. Figure 4 illustrates the comparison of
hits rate and coverage with the recommendation method
CORLP. The results show that the SIMLP achieves higher
hits rate and it provides relatively high coverage with
decreasing multiplication parameter.
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 4. The coverage (%) and hits rate (%) comparison of SIMLP and
CORLP with path length 3 for top60 recommendation on Hetrec (a), (b)
and MovieLens (c), (d) datasets.

(a)

(b)
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 5. The coverage (%) and hits rate (%) comparison of SIMLP and
CORLP with path length 3 for top100 recommendation on Hetrec (a), (b)
and MovieLens (c), (d) datasets.

(c)

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Recommender systems are promising technologies to cope
with the information overload problem of modern times.
Due to the challenging problem of predicting inclinations of
individuals based on their limited past preference history,
researchers are implementing new strategies to estimate
original items to recommend. Graph-based recommender
systems are one of such approaches to model relations
among users and items in a graph structure and estimate
referrals using link prediction algorithms. It is known that
complex number-based link prediction approaches, CORLP
and the proposed SIMLP methods, obtain higher accuracy

(d)
Fig. 3. The coverage (%) and hits rate (%) comparison of SIMLP and
CORLP with path lengths 3 and 5 for top-N recommendation on Hetrec (a),
(b) and MovieLens (c), (d) datasets.
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compared to SVD++, ItemBasedPear, Popular and
SlopeOne methods in graph-based recommender systems
[10]. The proposed recommendation method, SIMLP, is
based on such a link prediction approach with the weights in
the graph represented by complex numbers that can
accurately differentiate “similarity” between two users (or
two items) and the “like” from a user to an item. The
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
similarity-inclusive link prediction method performs better
than remaining complex number-based algorithms, such as
CORLP, regarding coverage and hits rate on the MovieLens
Hetrec and MovieLens datasets. Obtained improvements of
SIMLP are attributed to the inclusion of similarity factors
among users and items. The results indicate that the hits rate
of the similarity-inclusive link prediction method is
significantly (about 7 %) better than that of other methods in
graph-based recommendation systems, whereas the coverage
is marginally higher compared to the existing approaches.
With the modification of the link prediction function by a
scaling parameter, the proposed SIMLP method achieves
higher hits rates. The proposed method provides relatively
higher coverage at smaller scale parameters, meaning that
the cold-start problem of the recommender systems can be
easily overcome. Finally, it is concluded that the proposed
method deals well with the deficiencies in graph-based
recommender systems making the proposed recommender
system a preferable alternative.
The design of a graph image-based recommender system,
which is based on semantic relationships among images, is
considered to be a follow-up of this study.
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